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Killoe storm to victory in ladies championship final 
 

Killoe . . . 3-14   
Clonguish . . . 1-7  
 
Killoe Ladies romped to a comprehensive thirteen point victory on Sunday last at 
Pearse Park to capture the county championship title with an impressive all 
round display. The Carrigy sisters in defence were solid over the course of the 
sixty plus minutes while up front County star Sharon Treacy looked a class apart. 
Clonguish got the scoring underway after just forty seconds with a close range 
effort from wing forward Linda Quinn. Three minutes later Killoe notched up their 
first score with a long range point from the hard-working Sharon Treacy. 
 
Tracey added a second pointed effort on eight minutes which was followed up 
three minutes later with a fine effort from Elizabeth Brady. Sabrina Hackett 
slotted over a close range point on twelve minutes to put three between the 
teams. Sharon Treacy added to her tally on sixteen minutes with an excellent 
long range free. 
 
On seventeen minutes Anna McDonnell struck the first goal of the game passed 
the Clonguish keeper Joan Burke. Clonguish responded with their first point for 
some twenty minutes with a close range point from Lorraine McLoughrey but 
Sabrina Hackett cancelled that out with a fine point from a very tight angle. 
 
Clonguish struck a vital score on twenty-four minutes when Edel Magan fired 
home an excellent team goal to reduce the gap to just four points, despite Killoe 
dominating possession for the opening third. Killoe closed out the half with two 
frees from Sharon Treacy to leave the half-time score 1-8 to 1-2 in favour of 
Killoe. 
 
Killoe started the second half the way they finished the first with Therese Brady 
firing in her side's second goal with a cool finish after just six minutes of play. 
Three minutes later Marie Carrigy got in on the scoring act with a super long 
range point while Caroline McCormack fired over a close range free a minute 
later. 
 
Clonguish took eleven minutes to grab their first score of the second half with 
Alice Magan registering her first score of the game while Una Flynn followed up 
two minutes later with a close range free. Elizabeth Brady fired over her second 
point of the game with a close range finish after a surging run on fourteen 
minutes to leave Killoe cruising. 
 
Eileen Sorohan pointed from close range one minute later while Mary Burke fired 
over her first point of the contest on fifty minutes with a close range free. Anne 
Marie Bratten, who came back on despite suffering a nasty injury early in the first 
half, finished an excellent goal after being put in by the super Sharon Treacy and 
effectively finish the game as a competition. 
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Caroline McCormack fired over her second point with a close range free on 
twenty-five minutes to put Killoe ahead by an impressive fourteen points. Mary 
Burke notched up her second free on twenty six minutes to finish the Clonguish 
scoring while Anne Marie Bratten and Niamh Devaney finished the Killoe scoring 
and put an end to a great all round Killoe display. 
 
KILLOE: Louise Clarke; Maggie Brady, Antoinette Brady, Claire Kiernan; Helen 
Carrigy, Marie Carrigy (0-1), Laura Gallagher; Elizabeth Brady (0-2), Edel Quinn; 
Ann Marie Bratten (1-1), Sabrina Hackett (0-2), Alison Kenny; Anna McDonnell 
(1-0), Caroline McCormack (0-2, both frees), Sharon Treacy (0-5, three from 
frees). SUBS USED:- Therese Brady (1-0); Marta O'Reilly; Niamh Devaney (0-1) 
 


